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HOUND® CANNABIS BREATHALYZER – Collect + Send 

PACKAGING COLLECTED SAMPLES 
  
GUIDELINES FOR COLLECTED SAMPLES 

This document outlines guidelines for shipping collected HOUND® CANNABIS BREATHALYZER breath 
samples to the laboratory. For the purposes of these guidelines, HOUND® CANNABIS BREATHALYZER 
breath samples are defined as non-infectious materials including, but not limited to, methanol. In 
addition to these guidelines, all shipments must comply with all applicable local, state, and federal laws 
governing packing, marking, and labeling. 

To access resources and training materials, visit houndlabs.com/collector-portal. 
 
GENERAL PACKAGING GUIDELINES 

1. Primary Watertight Receptacle 

The HOUND® CANNABIS BREATHALYZER cartridge securely houses the methanol-containing inner 
receptacle in a strong plastic outer casing. Post-collection, the inner receptacle is sealed and held 
firmly in place via a locking assembly. 

2. Laboratory Sample Bag 

Following a collection, the collector inserts the compressed post-collection HOUND® CANNABIS 
BREATHALYZER donor and air cartridges into the supplied laboratory sample bag (along with 
appropriate documentation) and seals the bag with the integrated adhesive strip. 

NOTE: Integrated into the bag are pads intended to absorb any methanol that may leak from either 
cartridge during shipment. 

3. Sturdy Outer Packaging 

After sealing, the collector inserts the sealed laboratory sample bag into standard FedEx Express 
packaging. As possible, cartridges should be cushioned in the shipment by filling empty space with 
paper, bubble wrap, or other protective materials. 

NOTE: Multiple sealed laboratory sample bags may be placed in the same package. 
 
MARKING AND LABELING 

Label the package with the supplied, pre-printed shipping label. Once labeled, release to the 
appropriate delivery service for transport to the laboratory. 
 
NOTICE: Transportation providers may refuse to accept packages that do not meet FedEx, government, or IATA and 
ICAO requirements. This document is in no way intended to replace requirements mandated by 49CFR and IATA. 
This guidance is for informational purposes only. 
 
The HOUND® CANNABIS BREATHALYZER is intended to detect recent cannabis use. It does not measure whether, or how 
much, a person is impaired. It is intended solely for use in employment, law enforcement, and insurance settings. 


